Aircraft type recognition is a problem and key factor of safe docking of aircraft in airport auto-docking guide system. Based on adaptive weighted morphology tree classifier algorithm, it is approved for aircraft type recognition to solve the key issues to docking guide, useing image analysis and recognition technology to complete the type discrimination, so as to overcome the shortcomings of the aircraft in the whole range of berth travel and improve the speed and reliability of the search. According to the feature of target size and feature change during the process of aircraft movement, the adaptive weight morphological algorithm extracts the invariant features, which can solve the problem of feature transform of aircraft type recognition. The experimental results indicate that the effectiveness of the current recognition system is given. The system provides a good performance in aircraft recognition and offers better robustness against noise and poor image quality, which can satisfy the auto-docking system requirements of high precision, rapid speed and stabilization.
Introduction
Moving target recognition is an important research area of pattern recognition, and has been widely used in agriculture and medical fields and so on. At the airport the automatic docking guidance system, in order to prevent the docking aircraft error and causing flight delays, or some special airplanes use specific berth must be of docking aircraft types for recognition. Identification of aircraft types is the key to the success of guidance system, and the current impact of the system application problems.
The difficulty for Aircraft types recognition lies in the target itself does not have a common gray feature, and different types of aircraft shape, size, gray difference is very large, so it is difficult to get the aircraft through the gray method complete and accurate appearance, it is difficult to distinguish the model, the recognition rate is low. At present, aircraft types recognition methods include: image matching, neural network recognition [1] , invariant moment (or boundary moment) [2] [3] , Fourier descriptor [4] [5] or geometric in-variants [6] .
The algorithms are characterized by the global profile, and the three methods are essentially based on the assumption that the complete and accurate contour of the object can be obtained. Therefore, the use of the overall characteristics of the outline has its shortcomings, and extracted from the outline of some good robustness, easy to extract and sufficient to determine the key parameters of the target, rather than the entire profile as the feature, will have a better recognition effect.
Feature Representation and Recognition of Plane Image
A significantly different characteristics in different types of aircraft wingspan, length, engine number, to effectively identify the scale, size and rotation of the plane, with the above conditions do not occur transform features. This paper selects the ratio of length and wingspan, wingspan and altitude ratio, engine number, cockpit window shape and escape door, main landing gear number features, the adaptive weighted morphology for translation, rotation and scale invariant of the main characteristics of the type recognition, the training sample database on the features of target performance analysis. Then tree classifier is used to classify and identify. The process is shown in Figure 1 . 
Feature extraction
Feature extraction is related to the speed and accuracy of recognition and classification. In this paper, the performance of the target representation is better characterized by the adaptive weight morphology. Feature extraction is simple, less quantity, so that the classification function of the tree classifier is simple, easy to hardware implementation. Specific features are defined as follows:
(1) The ratio of length and wingspan The plane's ratio of length and wingspan can be the following steps to obtain: a) Determine the direction of the spindle: The definition adaptive weighted corrosion (WER) and inflation (WDI) is as follows:
For B is structural element, X is original image. 
Feature analysis
In order to quantitatively describe the quality of the feature, each feature is regarded as a random variable which obeys Gauss distribution, and is described by its mean and standard deviation:
According to the following equation:
The characteristics of the plane sample target expression quality, determine the representation model of plane target. These analyses can also be used to determine the priority of classification features. In this paper, apply this method to sort the characteristic quantity according to the advantages and disadvantages, and then apply the superior features to classify, and then use the sub optimal feature to classify the next layer.
Classification and recognition of tree classifier
In this paper, the adaptive weighted morphology algorithm is embedded into the bottom of the tree classifier. The analysis of the extracted features, the classification tree is set up according to the advantages and disadvantages of the characteristic description. In the classification tree, cannot be characterized by a single better clear description of the other sub-optimum characteristic quantity of with the minimum distance method of clustering, so as to achieve the purpose of all target classification. Flow chart of algorithm is implemented as shown in figure 2. 
Experimental Result
In this paper, the real video image of BaiYun airport aircraft berth is used, and a part of the video image is added to the noise. The two valued aircraft images of segmentation are used to identify, and the BP neural network is compared with the experimental results. Ten types of aircraft target 200 images (boeing737/747/777, airbus320/340/380, cessna172, IL86, MD82, CRJ200ER) train, At the same time, the noise is added to the image after 50 training, and then use the video image to test the berth. The experimental results are as follows:
The classification experiment of three types of docking aircraft image with less than 0.3 noise was carried out, for B777, A320, IL86, the results are shown in 
Conclusion
In this paper, the algorithm uses adaptive weight morphology to extract features, and hierarchical input tree classifier is used to get the purpose of aircraft type's recognition. In which the characteristics of the aircraft are extracted by adaptive weighted morphology, which can solve the problem of aircraft matching, but also can remove the noise of the docking image, thus improve the accuracy and efficiency of the recognition and the ability of feature extraction and robust adaptation. Finally, the minimum distance tree classifier is used to solve the problem of the docking system, and a good result is achieved. So the research work in this paper has important theoretical significance and broadly application prospects in the intelligent traffic management.
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